
Welcome to the Coop

For most roosters life is short, boring, and meaningless.

But in our coop things are different. We have risen above the ignorance and confusion of our species to establish the 
Pax Gallinaria. We are industrious. We are organized. We are ambitious. Here, a rooster can live forever.

Well, not literally, of course: sooner or later, whether by fox or farmer, we all get eaten. But the family remains. The 
name continues. Our monuments will tower over our descendants, telling the stories of our proud achievements. 
Some of those stories will even be true. 

Reward your friends, confound your enemies. Strive for justice, and protect our coop from the Fox. Strike at precisely 
the right moment, and one day chickens will look back with pride on the day that our family hatched... 

Chicken Caesar!



Object of the Game

Players maneuver their roosters through the various offices of the coop, gaining Frumenti (corn) and insignia of 
office for each rooster each turn. Sets of insignia yield legacy points for the family, as does wealth. The player whose 
family has the most legacy points at the end of the game is the winner. 

Components

1 game board 42 Rooster cards, distinguished by a number

42 corresponding Rooster pawns

8 each in blue, grey and white 6 each in green, orange and purple

110 Office Insignia tokens

20 Praetorium cards

10 Vigil 10 Traditor 
66 Frumenti tokens 1 Veto token

1 Suffragium pawn (large)

1 Tax Rate pawn     6  Reference cards

2 Tax Proposal markers (discs)

30 Aedile 30 Praetor 18 Censor 18 Consul 12 Caesar
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Monument 
Alcoves

Where Roosters go 
when they die, 
starting with the 
marked alcove. 

Praetors place 
Praetorium cards 
next to offices. 
The maximum 
allowed is 
indicated next to 
each office.

Exsilium
 

Where Roosters 
go when they 

are exiled by the 
Censor. After 

Advancement  
they return to the 

Quaestor’s Office.

Where Office 
Insignia tokens 
are kept so that 

players can easily 
grab them

during 
Award Phase.

Voting 
track

Used to settle votes.

Tax track 
 

Where Aediles set 
the tax rate.

Setting Up the Game

Each player receives the rooster pawns and cards 
in their chosen color. The number of rooster pawns 
and cards each player receives is determined by the 
table below:

# of Players # of Roosters per Player
3 8
4 6
5 5
6 4

Extra rooster pawns and cards will not be used. Each 
player receives two 1 Frumentum chips. All remaining 
Frumenti chips make up the general supply.

Set the Tax Rate pawn on the II (2) space on the Tax 
Track. Place the Veto token in the Office of Caesar. 
Stack Office Insignia tokens next to their corresponding 
offices on the board.
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You’re ready for Initial Placement.



Initial Placement

Players choose which of them will place the first 
rooster pawn by any agreed–upon means. This player 
may place any one of his roosters into any office seat 
on the board. After he places one rooster, the player to 
his left places a rooster in any remaining seat. 

Roosters must always be placed into the office with an 
open seat containing the least number of that player’s 
roosters. In other words, players may not pack offices 
with their family as long as there is an alternative 
placement available.

Placement continues clockwise, until every player has 
placed one rooster pawn. The last player (the player 
to the immediate right of the first player) now places 
another of his roosters, followed by the player to his 

Figure 1

The Blue Player must place in an office where he
doesn’t already have a Rooster when possible.

right. Placement now continues counter–clockwise, 
with each player placing one rooster, until the last 
seat is filled. All players should place their remaining 
rooster pawns into the Quaestors’ office. The player 
whose rooster occupies the office of Caesar takes the 
Suffragium marker and the Veto marker.

Sequence of Play

Each turn consists of the following phases:

1. Advancement
   Vacant offices are filled from the offices below.

2. Action
    Each office performs its duties.

3. Award
    Officers receive insignia and Frumenti.

4. Attack
    Attacks by the Fox are resolved.

5. Attrition & Adjustment
    Caesar (usually) dies, and his Censor returns to
    the Quaestors.

6. Accolade
    Improvements to monuments are proposed.

The game is now ready to play; the first turn 
starts with the Action phase.
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1. Advancement Phase

This phase will not occur during the first turn. 
Starting with the highest office (Caesar) and moving 
down in numerical order, any offices with vacant seats 
are filled, starting with the most senior vacant seat. All 
offices must be filled, and must be filled from the next 
occupied office below. If there are insufficient officers 
in the next office below, then all roosters will advance 
in order of seniority to fill the vacancies. (see Game End 
and Scoring).

Seniority

For offices that have multiple seats (Aedile, Praetor, 
and Consul), any roosters currently in the office are 
moved up into the senior seats, retaining the same 
order of seniority, so that only the junior seats remain to 
be filled. Note that the office of Caesar has two spaces, 
even though there can never be more than one rooster 
in the office of Caesar. These spaces mark Caesar’s 
first and second turns in office. New Caesars always 
occupy the space marked I. (see Figure 2).

High Offices  (Caesar, Consul, Censor)

After seniority has been resolved for all offices, the 
High offices must be filled in order from highest to 
lowest (Caesar, Consul, then Censor). Any Consul is 
eligible to be elected Caesar. Any Praetor is eligible 
to be elected Consul, and any Aedile is eligible to be 
elected Censor. Note that the current Censor is not 
eligible to be elected Caesar.

If there are more or the same number of open seats as 
there are eligible roosters, then all eligible roosters are 
advanced to the empty seat(s). If more than one rooster 
is advancing, then the senior rooster advances first, so 
that the seniority order of the lower office is preserved 
in the higher office. 

If there are more eligible roosters than there are seats 
to be filled, then an election must take place (see 
Voting). Voting continues until enough roosters have 
been elected to fill the vacancies. Note that roosters are 
advanced in the order in which they are elected, which 
may not match the seniority order of their former office.

It can happen, if taxes (and thus, losses to the Fox) 
have been especially high, that there are not sufficient 
roosters in a middle office to fill a high office. When 
this happens, the high office should be filled without a 
vote, directly from the Quaestors’ office, just as middle 
offices are. 

The player who controls a newly–elected Caesar must 
take the Veto marker from its space on the board and 
hold it until he uses it, or until Caesar dies.

Middle Offices  (Praetor and Aedile)

Once the higher offices have been filled, any vacancies 
in the offices of Aedile and Praetor must be filled 
from the ranks of the Quaestors. The Quaestors’ office 
is a busy place, full of ambitious roosters hoping to 
advance to higher office. There is no time or space to 
conduct a full–scale election, so only those fortunate 
enough to be in the right place at the right time—or 
influential enough to win the favor of those in the right 
place—may advance. 

Figure 2

If Caesar survives his first term he is advanced to the II spot.
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If there are vacancies in either or both of the middle 
offices, the player holding the Suffragium marker must 
choose one of three options: he may advance one of his 
own roosters by paying one Frumentum to the bank, 
he may advance another player’s rooster for free, or 
he may pay one Frumentum to the bank to pass. If 
there are vacancies in both of the middle offices and 
the voting player advances one of his own roosters, the 
rooster must advance to the middle office containing 
the fewest roosters from his own family. He is free to 
pack one of the middle offices with another player’s 
roosters, but he may not do so with his own.

After the voting player resolves his nomination or 
passes, he passes the Suffragium marker to his left. 
The process is repeated until all open seats in all offices 
are filled.

Exiled Roosters

Finally, after all other Advancements have been 
resolved, any rooster in exile is returned to the 
Quaestors’ office to quietly restart his career (and plot 
his vengeance).

2. Action Phase

Every office above the Quaestors’ office comes with 
certain powers which are used during the Action 
phase. In order, these are:

     Aedile

The office of Aedile is responsible for taxation of the 
residents of the coop. Since the distinction between 
public and private funds is a bit hazy to most 
chickens, Aediles traditionally keep a part of the taxes 
they collect for their own families. If the Aediles tax 
too heavily, though, the citizens become unhappy. 
Unhappy guards, in particular, are more likely to allow 
the Fox to carry away the officers whom they should 
be protecting.

The tax rate must be between one and five, inclusive. 
The Aediles work together (or against each other) to set 
a tax rate for the turn, as follows: the player controlling 
the senior Aedile takes a Proposal marker and places 
it next to his proposed tax rate on the tax track 
(see Figure 3). His proposal must be within two (higher 
or lower) of last turn’s tax, as shown by the Tax marker. 

The player controlling the middle (B) Aedile then 
makes his selection. He may simply agree with the 
senior Aedile by replacing the Proposal marker with 
the Tax marker; this will be the new tax rate, and no 
input from the junior Aedile is required. Or, he may 
submit a counter proposal by placing another Proposal 
marker next to his proposed rate on the tax track. 

If the senior Aedile proposed a rate higher than 
the tax marker (a tax hike, see Figures 4.1 & 4.2), the 
middle Aedile may counter–propose a rate one or two 
lower than the rate proposed by the senior Aedile. 
Conversely, if the senior Aedile proposed a rate lower 
than the tax marker (a tax cut, see Figures 5.1 & 5.2), 
the middle Aedile may counter–propose a rate that is 
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Figure 3

Players place Proposal Markers and Tax Pawn on the middle 
(white) row, marked by Roman numerals. The column 
containing the Tax Pawn also determines both the number 
of Traditors (red row) and the Caesar’s income (green row)



The seniormost Aedile proposed a tax cut of 1. The middle Aedile may 
approve the proposed tax cut or may counter–propose by proposing 
the current tax rate stay the same or be raised by 1.

The seniormost Aedile proposed a tax hike of 2. The middle Aedile 
may approve the proposed tax hike or may counter–propose by 
proposing the current tax rate stay the same or be raised by 1.

The seniormost Aedile proposed a tax cut of 2. The middle Aedile may 
approve the proposed tax cut or may counter–propose by proposing 
the current tax rate stay the same or be lowered by 1.

The seniormost Aedile proposed a tax hike of 1. The middle Aedile 
may approve the proposed tax hike or may counter–propose by 
proposing the current tax rate stay the same or be lowered by 1.

The seniormost Aedile proposed to leave the current tax rate where 
it was. The middle Aedile may approve the proposal or counter–
propose by proposing the current tax rate be raised or lowered by 1.

Tax Hike of 1

Tax Hike of 2

Tax Cut of 1

Tax Cut of 2

No Changeone or two higher than the rate proposed by the senior 
Aedile. Finally, if the senior Aedile proposed that 
taxes remain unchanged, then the middle Aedile may 
counter–propose either a tax hike or a tax cut of one 
Frumentum (see Figure 6).

If the senior and middle Aediles do not agree on the 
tax rate, then the player controlling the junior Aedile 
chooses the tax rate for this turn by moving the Tax 
marker to one of the proposed rates. The proposal 
markers are removed from the tax track and returned 
to their spaces near the Aediles’ office.
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Figure 4.2

Figure 5.1

Figure 5.2

Figure 6



     Praetor

The Praetors’ office is responsible for placing guards 
around the chicken coop for warding off the attacks of 
the Fox. The trouble is, the guards have to pay taxes, 
too. If the tax rate set by the Aediles is too high, some 
of the guards will be less interested in protecting the 
coop than they are in “sticking it to the bird”. The 
Praetors get to make use of the guards, regardless of 
their attitudes.

The player controlling the senior Praetor builds the 
Praetorium deck by taking the number of Traditor 
cards shown on the board (3–7) and adding Vigil cards 
to make a total of 10 cards.

He now looks through the Praetorium deck, secretly 
chooses one card and places it face down next to one of 
the offices. He passes the remaining cards to the player 
controlling the middle (B) Praetor.

The player controlling the middle Praetor chooses one 
of the remaining cards, places it next to the same office 
or another office, and passes the rest to the player 
controlling the junior Praetor. The player controlling 
the junior Praetor places a card, and passes the deck 
back to the player controlling the senior Praetor. This 
process continues until all 10 cards have been placed 
on the board. 

Once the required Praetorium cards have been placed 
next to an office, no more may be placed there (see Figure 7).
The Consuls’ office and Praetors’ office receive exactly 
three Praetorium cards. The Censor receives two. The 
Aediles’ office receives only two Praetorium cards, but 
there is an additional, permanent Traditor card printed 
on the board for the Aediles’ office. This counts as an 
additional Traditor card on that office, bringing the 
total to three. Caesar has his own personal guard, and 
so no cards may be placed next to his office. 

Figure 7
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     Censor

The Censor is in charge of protecting the internal 
security of the coop. After the Praetors have finished 
posting guards, he may select any one rooster on the 
board, other than Caesar or a rooster in the Quaestor’s 
office, and move it immediately to the exile space 
on the board. An exiled rooster must start over next 
turn, returning to the Quaestors’ office at the end of 
the Advancement phase. If the Censor decides to exile 
himself, he is able to grab the insignia of his office on 
his way out of town, and so receives his insignia token 
for the turn. Any other rooster that is exiled will receive 
no insignia token, and no Frumenti, for the turn.

If the Censor does exile a rooster other than himself, he 
immediately collects one Frumentum from the bank.

Note that exiled roosters are immune to attack by the 
Fox, and so exile may sometimes be an act of mercy.

   Consul

The Consuls’ sole duty is to decide whether to allow 
improvements to the monuments of slain roosters. 
Each Consul, in order of seniority, must approve or 
disapprove a proposed monument improvement 
until no proposed improvements remain. If a Consul 
approves an improvement, he takes any Frumenti that 
were placed with the proposal, and then places the 
proposed insignia onto the card of the monument’s 
rooster.

If a Consul denies a proposed improvement, he returns 
the insignia, as well as any Frumenti placed with it, 
back into the general supply.

Note that the improvement of a monument is 
considered a sacred duty by the roosters. If a Consul 
happens to find a few Frumenti next to a monument that 
he wishes to improve, he will of course pocket these, 
but his decision must not be sullied by overt bribery. 

The decision of whether to improve a monument is 
therefore the only one in the game which cannot be 
directly influenced by a bribe of Frumenti.

Because there will be no players with extra insignia 
tokens prior to the second turn, the Consuls will do 
nothing for at least the first two Action phases of the 
game.

     Caesar

Caesar is far too busy to be distracted by actions. He 
is concerned primarily with the safety of the residents 
of the Coop, relations between this Coop and other 
Coops, and with the Farmer. It is generally in Caesar’s 
best interest to keep taxes moderate, and to encourage 
the Praetors to carry out their duties faithfully, but 
Caesar does not perform any specific actions during 
the Action phase.

3. Award Phase

After all actions have been resolved, each officer 
receives payment for fulfilling the duties of his office. 
Every officer (including the Censor and Consuls, even 
if they did nothing this turn) receives a token with 
the insignia of his office. Additionally, Aediles receive 
Frumenti equal to the current tax rate minus one, and 
Caesar receives Frumenti equal to the tax rate (one 
more than anyone else — he is Caesar, after all).

A rooster in exile receives nothing, but remember that 
a Consul who exiles himself may collect his Insignia of 
Office token (but no coin) as he does so. The Insignia of 
Office token for any other rooster in exile is removed 
from the game.

An Insignia of Office token must be placed on the card 
of the rooster who earned it, if possible. But no rooster 
may have more than one insignia token per office. If 
a rooster already has the insignia for the office that 
he filled this turn, then his player must place it to the 
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side in his family stash in hopes of placing it onto a 
monument to a rooster that did not hold this office 
before he died. Insignia from the family stash may be 
redeemed at any time for Frumenti. The player returns 
the insignia token to the game box, permanently 
removing it from the game, and takes one Frumentum 
for bronze (Aedile or Praetor) insignia, two Frumenti 
for silver (Censor or Consul), or three for gold (Caesar).

4. Attack Phase

After Awards have been doled out, the attacks of the Fox 
are resolved for each office, starting with the Consul’s 
office and moving downward. The Praetorium cards 
next to each office are shuffled, revealed, and fully 
resolved before the the cards beside the next office are 
revealed. The pre–printed Traditor card next to the 
Aediles’ office counts as an additional Traditor card 
on that office. Any office that has at least as many 
Vigil cards as Traditors is safe. Any office with more 
Traditors than Vigils will suffer losses to the Fox. 

For each Traditor in excess of the number of Vigils, 
one officer will be carried away (and eaten, of course) 
by the Fox. If fewer roosters are carried off than there 
are officers in the office, then the roosters to be carried 
away are chosen by voting (see Voting). Generally, 
either all of the officers in an office will be safe, all of 
them will be carried away, or only one of them will be 
carried away.

One Traditor placed next to the Consuls’ office may 
be encouraged by his awe for the office (and a bribe) 
to leave his post rather than helping the Fox. After 
the cards next to the Consuls’ office are revealed, but 
before this attack is resolved, any player may pay 
three Frumenti into the general supply to remove one 
Traditor card from the Consuls’ office (see Figure 8). 
Players may work together to pay the bribe, so long as 
a total of three Frumenti is paid.  Only one Traditor per 
Attack phase, and only one placed next to the Consuls’ 
office, may be bribed in this way. The bribed Traditor 

does not become a loyal Vigil, but is simply removed 
from the stack, saving the life of one Consul.

A rooster that is carried away by the Fox is placed in 
the first available monument alcove. If several roosters 
are carried away without a vote, then the most junior 
rooster goes into the first available alcove, followed by 
the others in order of increasing seniority.

5. Attrition & Adjustment  
   Phase

It’s a tough job being Caesar, full of stress and 
responsibility. After attacks have been resolved, the 
players must determine whether Caesar is going to last 
for another turn. If any officers were carried away by 
the Fox, then Caesar must do the honorable thing and 
offer his last services to the farmer’s cook. Caesar’s 
pawn is removed from the office and placed in the first 
available alcove.

Figure 8
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Caesar also dies at this time if his pawn currently 
occupies the senior position in his office. The job is just 
too stressful for any rooster to keep it for more than 
two turns.

If Caesar dies before he has exercised his Veto power, 
then the Veto marker must be returned to its space on 
the board at this time. 

Each new Caesar deserves a fresh Censor, unsullied by 
the ugly duties of the office, at the start of his reign. 
Whenever Caesar dies, his Censor returns to the quiet 
anonymity of the Quaestor’s office, from whence he 
may rise to be Caesar himself one day.

After the fates of Caesar and his Censor are determined, 
the tax rate is adjusted in light of the turn’s events. If 
Caesar did not die this turn, he will spend his second 
term (and the resources of the coop) improving 
his legacy with many impressive new government 
programs: the tax marker is immediately advanced 
two spaces higher. If Caesar died because the Fox 
carried away roosters this turn, then the mood of the 
coop is ugly, and the roosters are ready for a new era of 
responsible government: the tax marker is immediately 
moved two spaces lower. If the Fox did not carry away 
any roosters, but Caesar is retiring after a second term, 
then the tax rate is left unchanged.

Finally, players should check to see whether any of the 
game end conditions have been met (see Game End and 
Scoring).

6. Accolade Phase

As the final step in each turn, each player should 
consider the extra insignia of office he has accumulated 
in his family stash. If one of his dead roosters lacks one 
or more of the stashed tokens, then the player may 
propose that the extra insignia token(s) from his family’s 
stash be added to the dead rooster’s monument. To 
propose an improvement, the player places the insignia 
token(s) next to the monument he wishes to improve, 
together with at least one Frumentum. While it would 
be considered a great insult to actually bribe a Consul 
to approve a proposed improvement, an offering of at 
least one Frumentum (you know, for the Gods) next to 
the proposed improvement is obligatory. A proposed 
improvement and its offering, once placed, may not be 
retracted. A player may make as many improvement 
proposals as he wishes, so long as he has stashed 
tokens that could legally be placed onto one of his 
dead rooster’s cards, and Frumenti coins to place with 
them (see Figure 9).

Variant for advanced players: After your 
first few games, you may try skipping these 
tax adjustments entirely, allowing the rate 
to remain very low or very high for many 
consecutive turns.
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Figure 9

After the Accolade Phase, the next turn begins 
with the Advancement Phase.



Game Concepts

Caesar’s Veto

Caesar may, once during his tenure, cancel the result of 
any one election. The election may be for advancement, 
or for selecting the victims of the Fox. The player con-
trolling Caesar must wait until a result is announced, 
then announces the Veto by placing the Veto marker 
back into its space on the board. The announced win-
ner of the election is disqualified from this one elec-
tion. If the disqualification itself does not resolve the 
issue being voted on, then the election continues; the 
disqualified rooster may not be nominated again dur-
ing this phase.

The Veto is very powerful, but it may not be used to 
cancel a tax rate decision by the Aediles, a Praetorium 
card placement by the Praetors, an exile by the Censor, 
or anything else other than an election result.

Voting 

At various points during the game, it will be necessary 
for the players to decide together the fate of a rooster 
in a middle or high office. The process of election is 
the same, regardless of whether the elected rooster is to 
advance to a higher office or be carried off by the Fox.

Only the player holding the Suffragium marker may 
take any action. He must do one of the following before 
passing the Suffragium marker to the next clockwise 
player:

Nominate any eligible rooster by moving that 
rooster to the space on the voting grid that 
matches his seat (A, B, or C) (see Figure 10). If the 
nomination is for advancement and the rooster 
belongs to the voting player, he must pay one 
Frumentum to the bank. If he cannot pay this fee, 
then he must nominate another player’s rooster,

Second the nomination of a rooster already on the 
voting grid, resulting in a “win” for that rooster, 
or

Abstain by paying one Frumentum to the bank.

A rooster that is nominated and seconded is 
immediately moved to his destination. If the election 
is for advancement, the rooster is moved to the most 
senior open seat in the office above. If the election is 
to resolve the attacks of the Fox, then the rooster is 
moved to the first available monument alcove. It is at 
this point that Caesar’s player may use his Veto power, 
if desired.

If there are more advancements or Fox attacks to be 
resolved, then voting continues with the remaining 
eligible roosters; roosters that have already been 
nominated remain nominated. Once the required 
number of roosters have been advanced or carried 
away, any remaining roosters are returned to their 
office, in seniority order, so that only the junior seats 
remain empty. 

1.

When nominated, a Rooster pawn is placed on the letter
space corresponding to the seniority space he holds in his
office. If that Rooster pawn receives another vote, he wins.

2.

3.
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Some important but easily–missed voting rules:

A player must pay one Frumentum to nominate 
his own rooster during the Advancement phase. 
He does not pay to second any nomination, 
nor for any vote during the Attack phase. 

Roosters being advanced from the Quaestors’ 
office do not require a full election; the player 
with the Suffragium marker simply advances the 
rooster of his choice, paying one Frumentum if 
the rooster is his own.
 
During the Attack phase, players vote for the 
rooster(s) to be carried away, not the rooster(s) 
to be saved from the Fox. This is important for  
Caesar’s Veto power to work as designed.

Negotiation

Players are encouraged to negotiate for votes and other 
favors at any time during the game. Players are free 
to make deals, but only Frumenti may change hands 
between players; insignia tokens may never change 
hands. Players are also free to make promises, but only 
promises bought with Frumenti must be honored. 
A player who has accepted Frumenti in order to do 
something must do exactly what he promised.

Unless all players agree to a different arrangement, no 
more than ten to twenty seconds of negotiation should 
be allowed before any decision; the game can run very 
long if players are free to negotiate endlessly. 

Here are some examples of negotiable items:

A player’s vote may be bought, but the Suffragium 
marker may not be bought (the order of voting is 
permanently fixed, in other words).

A player’s tax proposal may be bought.

A player’s Praetorium card placement may be 
bought. In this case, the card placed must be 
shown to everyone at the table before it is placed.

The Veto token may not change hands, but 
Caesar’s player may be bribed to Veto the outcome 
of an election.

The Censor may be bribed to exile or not exile any 
particular rooster, or a rooster from any particular 
family.

The only decision that is not subject to bribery is a 
Consul’s decision of whether to approve or disapprove 
a proposed improvement to a monument. A player 
may make a non–binding promise to approve an 
improvement; similarly a player may make a non–
binding promise of future favors in return for a 
Consul’s approval. But no money may change hands 
as a result of such an agreement, so players should 
carefully consider how much to offer when proposing 
improvements.

Game End and Scoring

The game ends after the Attrition and Adjustment 
phase when any of the following three conditions is 
true:

There will be insufficient roosters, alive and not in 
exile, to fill all of the open offices for the next turn,

The supply of Insignia tokens for any office has 
been exhausted, or 

One family’s roosters are all dead. 

When the game ends, each player should cash in any 
remaining insignia tokens in his family stash. He 
receives 1 Frumentum for each bronze (Praetor and 
Aedile) token, 2 Frumenti for each silver (Censor and 

1.

2.

3.
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Consul) token, and 3 Frumenti for each gold (Caesar) 
token.

Next, players retrieve the insignia tokens from their 
rooster cards, and arrange them into sets by office. 
Each set is exchanged for Frumenti coins according to 
the table to the right.

The player with the most Frumenti wins. Ties are 
broken by monument order: the tied player with the 
oldest monument (dead rooster closest to the first 
monument alcove) wins.

Example:

In the example below the blue player’s final score is 
calculated as follows:
 
 1 Aedile token = 1 pt
 2 Praetor tokens = 3 pts
 1 Censor token = 2 pts
 3 Consul tokens = 12 pts
 1 Caesar token = 3 pts
 5 Frumenti = 5 pts
 2 Extra tokens = 3 pts
 
 Total score: 29 pts
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1         3        6         10        15        21         28         36        

1         3        6         10        15        21         28         36        

2         6        12        20        30       42         56         72        

2         6        12        20        30       42         56         72        

3         9        18        30        45       63         84       108        

1         2        3          4           5          6           7            8        

# of Insignia Tokens

1 pt 2 pts

= 3 pts
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Turn Summary

Each turn consists of the following phases:

1. Advancement
Move up into seniority seats. Fill all offices from below. For more eligible roosters than seats, each player with an 
eligible rooster may nominate for the cost of one Frumentum. Vote if necessary, fill positions, move down to next 
office. Repeat if necessary to fill all offices. Exiles return to Quaestor’s office.

2. Action
Aediles propose, counter-propose, and set tax rate. Praetors build Praetorian deck, then place Vigils and Traditors. 
Censor may exile one rooster for one Frumentum from Bank. Consuls approve or deny all proposed monument 
improvements. 

3. Award
Each rooster in office receives insignia token for his office. Caesar gets Frumenti equal to the tax rate, and each 
Aedile gets one less than the tax rate. Exiles get nothing. Tokens that can’t be placed on cards go into the family 
stash.

4. Attack
Reveal Praetorium cards and resolve them, one office at a time, in same order as for Advancement Phase. One 
Traditor, from Consul’s Office only, may be bribed away for three Frumenti. A rooster in an office, chosen by vote, 
dies for each excess Traditor on that office.

5. Attrition & Adjustment
If any roosters died, or if Caesar is in his second–year slot, he dies and Censor returns to Quaestors. Adjust taxes +2 
if Caesar survives, –2 if Fox carried any away this turn. Check for game end.

6. Accolade
Players propose upgrades by placing stashed insignia tokens next to eligible monuments, along with at least one 
Frumentum offering.


